The electrocardiogram (ECG) is an emerging novel biometric for human identification. One challenge for the practical use of ECG as a biometric is minimizing the time needed to acquire user data. We present a methodology for identity verification that quantifies the minimum number of heartbeats required to authenticate an enrolled individual. The approach rests on the statistical theory of sequential procedures. The procedure extracts fiducial features from each heartbeat to compute the test statistics. Sampling of heartbeats continues until a decision is reached-either verifying that the acquired ECG matches the stored credentials of the individual or that the ECG clearly does not match the stored credentials for the declared identity. We present the mathematical formulation of the sequential procedure and illustrate the performance with measured data. The initial test was performed on a limited population, twenty-nine individuals. The sequential procedure arrives at the correct decision in fifteen heartbeats or fewer in all but one instance and in most cases the decision is reached with half as many heartbeats. Analysis of an additional 75 subjects measured under different conditions indicates similar performance. Issues of generalizing beyond the laboratory setting are discussed and several avenues for future investigation are identified.
Introduction
The biometric verification process can be broken into five major functional blocks: data collection, signal processing, feature extraction, comparison (database lookup), and returning a decision ( Figure 1 ). Verification systems have two competing requirements: (1) quickly processing samples and returning a decision to minimize the user time, and (2) operate at very high probability of detections (Pds) with low false alarm rates (FARs). With the advances in computing, the longest duration function in Figure 1 's critical path is the data collection. This paper presents a method for quantifying the minimum number of heartbeats required for verifying the identity of an individual from the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. The minimum number of heartbeats required provides a user-centric measure of performance for an identity verification system. The outcome of our research forms the basis for selecting elements of an operational ECG verification system. Since 2001, researchers have identified unique characteristics of the ECG trace for biometric verification, particularly with respect to access control [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . To illustrate, consider the heartbeats from several different individuals ( Figure 2 ). Although each heartbeat follows the same general pattern, differences in the detailed shape of the heartbeat are evident. We exploit these shape differences across individuals to perform identity verification. The last 30 years have witnessed substantial research into the collection and processing of digital ECG signals [15] [16] [17] . In addition, a special issue of this journal was devoted to "Advances in electrocardiogram signal processing and analysis" in 2007. We build on this wealth of information and apply it to the development of an ECG verification system.
Hawkins [18] revealed that the traditional biometrics of face, fingerprints, and iris can be forged. The traditional biometrics cited above contain no inherent measure of liveness. The ECG, however, is inherently an indication of liveness and, consequently, is difficult to falsify. Israel et al. [6] analyzed other cardiovascular modalities and found ECG data most discriminating for human identification.
This paper illustrates a methodology and minimum heartbeat performance metric using data and processing from our previously published research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This work extends previous results in two ways. First, it focuses on the identity verification problem, such as would be appropriate for portal access. Second, the method developed here quantifies the minimum number of heartbeats needed for identity verification, thereby fixing the time needed to collect user data. The next section summarizes the utility of applying ECG information as a biometric. The following two sections present the actual methodology, first discussing the processing of the ECG signal and then deriving the actual test statistic used for identity verification. We present results from two data sets to illustrate performance. The final section discusses a number of practical issues related to ECG as a biometric and suggests avenues for further investigation.
Background
This paper presents a new approach for processing the ECG for identity verification based on sequential procedures. A major challenge for developing biometric systems based on circulatory function is the dynamic nature of the raw data. Heartrate varies with the subject's physical, mental, and emotional state, yet a robust biometric must be invariant across time and state of anxiety. The heartbeat maintains its structure with changes in heartrate ( Figure 2 ). Irvine et al. [1] [2] [3] 5] , Israel et al. [4, 6] , and Biel et al. [8] identified individuals based upon features extracted from individual heartbeats. Wang et al. [9] followed a similar approach using fiducial features, but then extended the analysis based on a discrete cosine transform (DCT) of the autocorrelation function. Shen et al. [10] and Wubbeler et al. [14] employed a template matching approaches. Additional nonfiducial techniques have exploited principal components analysis (PCA) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] in the same manner as [28] applied to face. Recently, a number of researchers have explored improvements to representations of the ECG signal for human identification [5, 9, 29] . In each case, the extracted ECG attributes performed well for identifying individuals.
Early studies of ECG feature extraction used spectral features to characterize the heartbeat [17] . Later, Biel et al. [8] performed ECG feature extraction by estimating location and magnitude information. Irvine et al. [2] showed that the relative electrode position caused changes in the magnitude of the ECG traces and used only temporal features. To these ends, Israel et al. [4] identified additional fiducial positions to characterize the relative intervals of the heartbeat and performed quantitative feature extraction using radius of curvature features.
Initial experiments for human identification from ECG identified some important challenges to overcome. First, approaches that rely on fiducial attributes, that is, features obtained by identifying specific landmarks from the processed signal have difficulty handling nonstandard heartbeats and high noise floors. Agrafioti and Hatzinakos [30] applied signal processing methods to address common cardiac irregularities. A second challenge is to insure that the identification procedure is robust to changes in the heartrate arising from varying mental and emotional states. Irvine et al. [1] [2] [3] and Israel et al. [4, 6] addressed this issue through an experimental protocol that varied the tasks performed by the subjects during data collection. Third, PCA type algorithms must sample a sufficiently wide population to ensure the best generalization of their eigen features.
The ECG measures the electrical potential at the surface of the body as it relates to the activation of the heart. Many excellent references describe the functioning of the heart and the factors affecting the ECG signal [15, 31, 32] . Because the ECG consists of repeated heartbeats, the natural period of the signal is amenable to a wealth of techniques for statistical modeling. We exploit this periodic structure, treating the heartbeat as the basic sampling unit for constructing the sequential method.
Signal Processing
We segmented the data into two nonoverlapping, block segmented by time, groups. Group 1 is the training data, where labeled heartbeats are used to generate statistics about each enrolled individual. Group 2 is the test data, which contain heartbeats from the sensor and have known a posteriori labels. The computational decision from the system is either a confirmation that the individual is who they say they are; or a rejection that the individual is not who they say they are.
Processing of the ECG signal includes noise reduction, segmentation of the heartbeats, and extraction of the features from each heartbeat (Figure 3 ). Because the objective is to minimize the data acquisition time for identity verification, the enrollment time was not constrained. Two minutes of data were used for enrollment and to train the verification functions for each individual. Two additional minutes of test data were available to quantify the required number of heartbeats. For our concept of operations, however, the individuals seeking authentication would only need to present the minimum number of heartbeats, which is expected to be on the order of second(s). Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show a sample of high resolution ECG data. The raw data contain both high and low frequency noise components. These noise components alter the expression of the ECG trace from its ideal structure. The low frequency noise is expressed as the slope of the overall signal across multiple heartbeat traces in Figure 4 (a). The low frequency noise is generally associated with changes in baseline electrical potential of the device and is slowly varying. Over this 20-second segment, the ECG can exhibit a slowly varying cyclical pattern, associated with respiration, that is known as sinus arrhythmia [15] . The high frequency noise is expressed as the intrabeat noise shown in Figure 4 (b). The high frequency noise is associated with electric/magnetic field of the building power (electrical noise) and the digitization of the analog potential signal (A/D noise). Additionally, evidence of subject motion and muscle flexure must be removed from the raw traces [33] .
Multiple filtering techniques have been applied to the raw ECG traces: heartbeat averaging [34, 35] , wavelet [36, 37] , least squares modeling [38, 39] and Fourier bandpass filtering [40] [41] [42] . For any filtering technique, the design constraints are to maintain as much of the subject-dependent information (signal) as possible and design a stable filter across all subjects.
As previously reported [4] , the raw ECG traces were bandpass filtered between 0.2 and 40 Hz. The filter was written with a lower order polynomial to reduce edge effects. Figure 5 (a) illustrates the power spectra from a typical 1000 Hz ECG trace. The noise sources were identified, and our notional bandpass filter overlays the power spectrum. Figure 5 (b) shows the power spectrum after the bandpass filtering. Figure 6 contains the processed data for heartbeat segmentation and feature extraction.
Commonly, heartbeat segmentation is performed by first locating the R complex. Next, the R position is estimated for the following heartbeats [43, 44] . Our R peak locator used a simple technique of looking at the maximum variance over a 0.2 second interval. The 0.2-seconds represent ventricular depolarization. The metric was computed in overlapping windows to insure that the true R peaks were recovered [4] . The remainder of the heartbeat was realized by locating the P and the T peaks relative to the R position. For the enrollment data, we used autocorrelation techniques to develop an initial estimate of the R-R interval. In the autocorrelation function, the lag for the maximum peak generally corresponds to the mean length of the heartbeat, giving an initial value to guide the heartbeat segmentation.
ECG data are commonly collected by contact sensors at multiple positions around the heart. The change in ECG electrode position provides different information because of the relative position to the heart's plane of zero potential. For nearly all individuals and all electrode locations, the ECG trace of a heartbeat produces three complexes (wave forms). The medical community has defined the complexes by their peaks: P, R, and T ( Figure 7 ). The R-R interval, the time between two successive R peaks, indicates the duration of a heartbeat. Two other fiducials, Q and S, are also identified at the base of the R complex. Israel et al. [4] identified four additional fiducials at the base of the P and T complexes. These are noted with a prime ( ) symbol ( Figure 7 ). We employ the single channel feature extraction method developed by Israel et al. [4] . The nine features derived from the fiducials are the feature vector used to illustrate the sequential procedure and the minimum number of heartbeats metric.
The Sequential Procedure
Abraham Wald developed the sequential procedure for formal statistical testing of hypotheses in situations where data can be collected incrementally [45, 46] . In many instances, the sequential method arrives at a decision based on relatively few observations. Consider a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables {X 1 , X 2 , . . .} and suppose we wish to test the hypothesis H0 : X i ∼ f (X, θ 0 ) against the alternative H1 : X i ∼ f (X, θ 1 ). The general approach is to construct the sequential probability ratio statistic for the first T observations:
At each step in the sequential procedure, that is, for each value of T = 1, 2, . . . , the computed value of S(T) is compared to the decision thresholds A and B, where 0 < A < 1 < B < ∞. The values of A and B depend on the acceptable level of error in the test of hypothesis. The decision procedure is
S(T) is known as the sequential probability ratio statistic. It is often convenient to formulate the procedure in terms of the log of the test statistic: To develop the sequential procedure for our application, we treat identity verification as a test of hypotheses. The two hypotheses are
The subject is who (s)he says H1 : The subject is not who (s)he says.
The data for testing the hypotheses is the series of observed heartbeats presented in the test data. To simplify the procedure, we assume that the feature vectors {H(t)} are independent with a Kvariate Gaussian distribution, where K is the number of features extracted from each heartbeat. The mean vectors and covariance matrices are estimated from the enrollment data. Using this model for the test data, the hypotheses are restated in statistical terms:
where Y i is the mean feature vector for subject i, and Y j is the mean feature vector for subject j. The covariance matrix Σ is assumed to be the same across subjects. Implicit in this formulation is the assumption that the Y i / = Y j , whenever i / = j, which is a necessary condition for ECG to provide a unique biometric signature. The distance between Y i and Y j sets the trade space for selecting ECG attributes and verification algorithms, as it affects the required number of heartbeats needed for making a decision whether the individual is an authentic user or an intruder.
To test the hypotheses H0 and H1, we calculate the log of the likelihood ratio statistic for whether the first T heartbeats for subject i come from the jth subject. In the classical Neyman-Pearson formulation of hypothesis testing, T would be fixed [47] . In the sequential procedure, we calculate the test statistic for values of T until a decision is reached. Note that the verification methods depend on the Mahalanobis distance, and Y is composed the 9-attribute feature vector. The test statistic as a function of T, the number of heartbeats is:
where
where K = 9 is the dimensionality of the vectors, and Y j is the mean for the alternative hypothesis. In principle, we would calculate the statistic S * (T) for each value of T, starting at T = 1. For ECG analysis, at least two heartbeats are required. The features are the distances between fiducial points, normalized by the length of the heartbeat. This normalization insures that the verification procedure is tolerant to changes in overall heartrate attributable to varying physical, mental, or emotional state.
Computing S * (T) requires calculating (7) for each heartbeat, multiplying, and taking logs to compute the value defined in (6) . Computationally, this can be simplified. The term [2π] −k/2 |Σ| −1/2 is a constant that gets added and subtracted, so it can be ignored. The test procedure simplifies to calculate the quadratic forms (8) and (9):
Sum up values to compute S * (T) for each value of T, that is,
The result of all this is a series of values for S * (T) for T = 1, 2, 3, . . .. Because the feature vector H(t) depends on the estimated R-R interval, a minimum of two heartbeats is needed. Thus, in practice, the "0th" heartbeat must be acquired, and S * (1) is computed from the 0th and 1st heartbeats and S * (T) for T ≥ 2 are computed sequentially as each heartbeat is added to the sample.
Comparing S * (T) to the critical values determines which hypothesis to accept. We define the errors α and β as follows:
For a test of simple hypothesis, it has been shown [46] that (11) log(A) = log β
To illustrate the application of the sequential procedure to the ECG signal, consider the example shown in Figure 8 . Suppose the person presenting his/her credentials claims to be person i. Then the enrollment data for the ith subject gives the estimated mean Y i under H0. If the true identity is j, where j / = i, then one could use Y j for the mean value under H1. We consider 5 cases in which H0 is false and the data come from five different individuals, labeled 1-5 in Figure 8(a) . In all cases, the test statistic quickly exceeds the decision threshold log(B) for α = β = 0.01. Comparing the behavior of the test statistics (Figure 8(a) ) to the distance between the mean vector for the true identity and the mean vector for the declared identity (Figure 8(b) ) reveals a direct correspondence. Note that these distances are computed from the training/enrollment data, while the test statistic depends on the enrolled means and the actual heartbeats observed in the test data. As one might expect, a large difference between the enrolled means for the true and declared identities corresponds to a large value of S * (T) and a rapid acceptance of H1. When the true mean is close to the mean of the declared identity, S * (T) increases more slowly. This leads to the final step in the formulation of the sequential procedure, namely, the selection of i and j for constructing the test statistic. The choice of i is clear-it always corresponds to the declared identity of the individual presenting the credentials. To select j, we use the "closest imposter," that is, the enrolled individual with credentials closest to the declared individual. In other words, we select j such that as
where Y i − Y j is distance defined by
and Σ is the pooled covariance matrix. When H0 is true, we use the nearest imposter to calculate the test statistic shown in Figure 8 . The procedure determines that the S * (T) falls below the decision boundary, and H0 is accepted.
Results
We present performance results for two data sets. The first data set, consisting of 29 subjects, was acquired under a strict protocol documented previously [1] [2] [3] [4] . The second data set merges recordings from two data acquisitions discussed by Israel et al. [6] . Both datasets are single channel collections. Together, these data sets suggest the performance that can be expected for a moderate size population. In practice, however, a range of issues require further investigation: the effects of varying mental and emotional states on the ECG signal, the sensor placement and efficient data acquisition, generalization to larger populations, and the long-term stability of the ECG credentials. These issues are explored in the next section.
First Data Set.
The ECG data analyzed in the work of Israel et al. [4] and Irvine et al. [5] provides a target performance for the sequential procedure. For this experiment, the single channel ECG data were collected at the base of the neck at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz with an 11-bit dynamic range. The population consisted of 29 males and females between the ages of 18 and 48, with no known cardiac anomalies. During each session, the subject's ECG was recorded while performing seven 2-minute tasks. The tasks were designed to elicit varying stress levels and to understand stress/recovery cycles. The results shown here used data from the subject's low stress tasks. The next section presents results for one of the high-stress tasks.
Setting the decision threshold based on α = β = 0.01, all 29 subjects were analyzed using the sequential procedure. When H0 is true, that is, the test data comes from the subject who is declared to be subject i, the results show that H0 is accepted in all cases ( Figure 9 ). We stopped processing at 15 heartbeats. In all cases, the decision was reached within that time span, and usually much sooner.
Similarly, when H1 is true, the correct decision is generally reached in fewer than 15 heartbeats (Figure 10 ). In this set of results, the true identity for the test data is, in fact, the closest imposter. In only one case did the test procedure fail to reject an imposter within 15 heartbeats. In addition, we have computed the sequential tests when data for other subjects are used for the test set and the correct decision is always made in fewer heartbeats. Essentially, Figure 10 represents a worst case in which the subject trying to pose as someone else has a heartbeat that is fairly similar to the declared identity.
The sequential procedure performs well for the test data. An important practical issue is the number of heartbeats required to reach a decision. Figure 11 depicts the number of heartbeats required for a decision when H0 is true ( Figure 11 , left side) and when H1 is true (Figure 11 , right side). In both cases, most of the individuals were identified using only 2 or 3 heartbeats. In cases where there is some ambiguity, however, additional heartbeats are needed to resolve the differences.
The number of heartbeats needed to reach a decision depends on the level of acceptable error. The results presented in Figures 9, 10 and 11 assume α = β = 0.01. 
Upper decision threshold
Lower decision threshold 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Number of heartbeats An inverse relationship exists between acceptable error rate and required number of heartbeats. Smaller levels of acceptable error will drive the decision process to require more data. Table 1 summarizes the performance for α = β ranging from 0.1 to 0.0001. More stringent constraints on α and β, for example, α = β = 0.001or α = β = 0.0001, generally require more heartbeats. As the acceptable error reduces, a decision is not always realized within 15 heartbeats. For the case of α = β = 0.0001, the procedure was run until a decision was reached for all subjects. When H0 is true, the maximum number of heartbeats needed was 33. When H1 was true, the maximum was 37 heartbeats. In all cases, the correct decision was reached.
Second Data Set.
Two additional ECG data collection campaigns used a simplified protocol and a standard, FDA approved ECG device. The clinical instrument recorded the ECG data at 256 Hz and quantized it to 7 bits. These data were acquired from two studies: one which collected single channel data from 28 subjects with the sensor placement at the wrist and one which collected single lead data from 47 subjects using a wearable sensor. The result is an additional 75 subjects. The analysis followed the same procedure as with the first data set. Application of the sequential procedure for all 75 subjects was performed under both H0 and H1. Table 2 summarizes the results for the two cases α = β = 0.05 and α = β = 0.01, where the procedure ran for a maximum of 24 heartbeats. The results show that in a few instances a decision is not reached within the 24 heartbeats. For α = β = 0.05, when H0 is true the procedure fails to decide for 2 subjects and 2 additional subjects are classified incorrectly. When H1 is true, the procedure failed to decide for 1 subject and decided incorrectly for 1 subject.
A comparison of the results from the two data sets shows good consistency. A statistical comparison reveals no significant difference. Consider, for example, performance when α = β = 0.05. Under H0, a statistical comparison of the correct acceptance rates yields a t-statistic of 1.39. The corresponding t-statistic under H1 is 0.58. In short, performance for the two experiments is statistically indistinguishable. 
Issues and Concerns
The results presented in the previous section, while promising, were obtained from modest data sets collected under controlled conditions. To be operationally viable, a system must address performance across a range of conditions. Key issues to consider are (i) heartrate variability, including changes in mental and emotional states,
(ii) sensor placement and data collection, (iii) scalability to larger populations, (iv) long-term viability of the ECG credentials.
Heartrate Variability. Heartrate, of course, varies with a person's mental or emotional state. Excitement or arousal from any number of stimuli can elevate the heartrate. Under the experimental protocol employed to collect the first data set, subjects performed a series of tasks designed to elicit varying mental and emotional states [1] [2] [3] [4] . The subjects exhibited changes in heartrate associated with these tasks. The fiducial features, however, show relatively small differences due to the variation in heartrate. To illustrate, consider Figure 12 . For a single subject, Figure 12 seated at rest. In addition, 6 heartbeats from a high stress task (a virtual reality driving simulation) were temporally rescaled and overlaid on the same graph. For this particular subject, the mean R-R interval for the baseline task was 0.715 seconds and for the high stress task it was 0.580 seconds. However, by a linear rescaling, the high-stress heartbeats align well with the baseline heartbeats. A difference in the height of the T wave is evident but the fiducial features depend on the relative positions of the peaks, not the heights.
Delving deeper than the visual evidence for a single subject, we conducted a systematic analysis of the sources of variance in the fiducial features using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). The 29 subjects performed all seven tasks in the experimental protocol eliciting a range of stimulation. The MANOVA shows that there are small, but statistically significant, differences in the fiducials across the various tasks, indicating that there are subtle differences in the ECG signal that are more complex than a linear rescaling. This source of variance, however, is typically one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the variance across subjects. Figure 13 shows the relationships between the two mean square errors for each fiducial, and the variation across subjects is far more pronounced than the variation due to task. This relationship is why the fiducial-based features are likely to provide good information about a subject's identity across a range of conditions.
To verify this hypothesis, we explored the effect of varying the level of arousal of the subject. The protocol used for collecting Dataset 1 included a set of tasks designed to elicit varying levels of stimulation or arousal [1] [2] [3] [4] . Using the baseline, low stress task for training, we processed data from one of the high-stress tasks for testing. Specifically, the subjects performed an arithmetic task designed to affect both stress and cognitive loads. The effectiveness of the task is evident in that the mean R-R interval decreased from a baseline of 0.83 to 0.76 for this task. Nevertheless, the sequential procedure yielded good performance on these data (Table 3) .
If alternative attributes are evaluated in the trade space, such as wavelets [35] or Legendre coefficients [48] , then their sensitivity must also be evaluated in the same manner as above. Likewise, incorporating other verification algorithms such as PCA [5, 49] or Gaussian modeling [50] will require substituting their characteristics into the sequential process. Regardless, the minimum number of heartbeats is appropriate for comparing systems.
Sensor Placement. Dataset 1 collected ECG traces from the base of the neck. Dataset 2 collected ECG traces on the forearms. Both collections used medical quality single use electrodes. However, any operational system must design a more robust collection method. This method must have reusable electrodes, a concept of employment for locating electrodes on normally exposed skin, and other human factors. These issues are outside the scope of this paper. However, the concept of employment does raise significant concerns about the noise floor for an operational system. As the noise floor increases the separability between the subject and the nearest imposter reduces. Scalability. Depending on the application, an ECG-based identity verification system may need to store credentials for hundreds or thousands of individuals. The recent experiments lack the sample sizes needed to determine large-scale performance, and the next step is to assess performance over much larger data sets. Because our approach compares the credentials for the declared subject to the nearest imposter, the separability among members of the training set is critical. By always choosing j to be the closest imposter, we guard against accepting a person's credentials too readily. Fortunately, determining the closest imposter is performed using training data, offline, which greatly improves the processing efficiency and system usability. It does, however, raise a concern about extending these methods to applications involving large enrolled populations. An alternative approach is to select j based on the features extracted from the first heartbeat. One could select j to be the member of the enrollment set closest to the first heartbeat from the test data, where j / = i. In terms of the statistical formulation, H1 is no longer a simple hypothesis, since j is chosen to minimize a criterion over the full enrollment set. A simple experiment on a subset of the data revealed mean decision times of approximately 8 heartbeats for α = β = 0.01, compared to 6.5 using the nearest imposter. Further investigation of this issue is still needed.
Long-Term Viability. Characteristics of an individual's ECG can change for a variety of medical reasons, including cardiovascular disease and changes in medication. Research has examined these issues from a clinical perspective, but further investigation is needed to understand how these factors affect ECG as a biometric for identification. For the data analyzed in this paper, the time difference between the training and test sets ranged from minutes to months, but no truly longterm differences have been studied. Such a study needs to be conducted, and existing clinical measurements are likely to be the most readily available source of data. Depending on the concept of employment, however, periodic re-enrollment may be one strategy for addressing long-term changes in an individual's ECG signal.
Discussion
This research builds on previous investigations into the viability of ECG as a biometric for human identification. We focus specifically on a procedure for exploiting the ECG signal for identity verification, with the optimization metric being the number of heartbeats needed for the system to make a decision. By using a method based on a sequential procedure for statistical hypothesis testing, data acquisition time is minimized. For the two data sets analyzed here, the approach generally yields the correct decision given enough heartbeats.
For modest levels of acceptable risk (α = β = 0.01 or 0.05), the decision is often made after only 3 or 4 heartbeats and is almost always made within 15 heartbeats. In practice, this implies a data acquisition time of approximately 5 to 15 seconds. Lower risk tolerance (e.g., α = β = 0.0001) could require 30 seconds or more to reach a decision for some individuals.
Whether the data acquisition time is acceptable in practice will depend, of course, on the specific application. One attractive approach is to use ECG in conjunction with other biometrics, such as fingerprint and hand geometry. This multimodality approach could support less demanding performance limits for the ECG (e.g., α = β = 0.01), while providing a high level of security that will be very difficult to forge or circumvent.
Further investigations are still needed to refine and validate the methods presented here. Specific avenues for future research include the following.
(i) Assessment of performance over a much larger population of test subjects: larger data sets, including data collected at greater time intervals, are necessary to characterize the behavior of these methods. (ii) Investigation of robustness to physical, mental, and emotional states and longer baselines between visits: heartrate will vary with a variety of stimuli. Irvine et al. [3] and Israel et al. [4] 
